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By Professor of English Yusef Komunyakaa

Farrar Straus Giroux, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A Boston Globe Best Poetry Book of 2011 A new and intimate collection from one of America s
most important poets The latest collection from one of our preeminent poets, The Chameleon
Couch is also one of Yusef Komunyakaa s most personal to date. As in his breakthrough work,
Copacetic, Komunyakaa writes again of music as muse--from a blues club in the East Village to the
shakuhachi of Basho. Beginning with Canticle, this varied new collection often returns to the idea of
poem as hymn, ethereal and haunting, as Komunyakaa reveals glimpses of memory, myth, and
violence. With contemplations that spring up along walks or memories conjured by the rhythms of
New York, Komunyakaa pays tribute more than ever before to those who came before him. The
book moves seamlessly across cultural and historical boundaries, evoking Komunyakaa s capacity
for cultural excavation, through artifact and place. The Chameleon Couch begins in and never fully
leaves the present--an urban modernity framed, brilliantly, in pastoral-minded verse. The poems
seek the cracks beneath the landscape, whether New York or Ghana or Poland, finding in each
elements of wisdom or...
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The best book i at any time read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
book to understand.
-- Ra ina  Sim onis-- Ra ina  Sim onis

Here is the finest publication we have read right up until now. It is actually writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way in fact it is only right after i finished reading this book in which basically changed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V
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